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Before You Say “I  Do” 

Robert Jacobsen 

 

Our newsletter is about money: finance, investing, the economy, currency, and a myri-
ad of other topics. We’ve noticed that our most popular pieces concern human  psy-
chology and behavior regarding money, because, after all, what’s more interesting 
than us?!  In the behavioral articles, we always find ourselves stating that “It’s not 
only about money.” That is abundantly true in the case of prenuptial agreements 
(“prenups”).  

These contracts document decisions primarily regarding financial matters made by a 
couple before marriage, in order to supplement divorce or estate law. Typically they 
cover such items as the distribution of assets in the event of divorce or death, the re-
sponsibility for premarital debt and financial obligations during marriage, how any 
future disputes regarding the prenup will be resolved, how marital properties will be 
owned, under what state law the contract will be governed, alimony obligations, and 
any “sunset clauses” terminating the prenup. Prenups have been known to mention 
unusual issues such as limits on weight gain or drug usage, adultery, the frequency of 
marital intimacy (Think about enforcing that one over a 40 year marriage!), or even 
what may be posted on social media. They may deal with pet care arrangements, but 
not with issues concerning future child support, custody or visitation. Prenups may not 
be “unconscionable,” may not be signed under duress, or in any way encourage di-
vorce.  

For centuries, marriage has been about how property, including wives and children, 
should be shared, although not necessarily between the bride and groom, but between 
families. Romance, as a primary aspect of marriage, appeared relatively recently, in 
the 17th and 18th centuries. It increased in the 20th century with women’s empower-
ment, personal wealth and independence, which together fostered a reasonable context 
for prenups. Marriage is still about financial arrangements, yet now, when American 
culture ranks love as the key reason for entering into and maintaining marriage, prop-
erty and romantic considerations must be balanced.  

People have different and often ardent opinions about the use of prenups, depending 
upon how they see that balance. Where the scale tips in favor of “love,” they may see 
a prenup as the cynical assumption that a divorce is likely. The likely proponents of 
this outlook are young couples with equally low assets, anticipating their first and, 
presumably only marriage. (The balance of property versus love is  rather clear cut 
when all you have is love.) 

Those supporting prenups are more attuned to the financial aspects of marriage, or, 
perhaps, simply have greater financial aspects to consider. Those entering second 
marriages with children on both sides, as well as some accumulated assets to consider, 
tend to give more attention to property, particularly related to the death of a spouse. 

Neither perspective is a clear indication of the individual’s romantic attachment to the 
spouse. Some who argue for a prenup believe that it harmonizes the marital relation-
ship by resolving  potential issues in advance. Others point out that it allows the dis-

cussions to take place during a period of relative calm and 
good will, rather than crisis. Finally, one of the most common 
uses of a prenup is for the distribution of assets when one 
spouse dies. Having the contract doesn’t necessarily reflect the 
level of trust for a spouse, but rather on the potential complexi-
ty or acrimony of the situation which may involve a  number of  
players. Prenups are not a new idea, of course, but have early 
roots in the Jewish Ketubah and Catholic canon law.  
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Maybe creating Super Children always was a parental goal in our culture. Today, however, there is a  myriad of ways 
to foster exceptional development. One such focus are the classes, camps, lessons and activities aimed at cultivating a 
child’s entrepreneurial expertise. While the primary objective of moms and dads may be their offspring’s financial 
success, entrepreneurial training has broader benefits such as organizational skills, responsibility, creativity, self-
reliance and a strong work ethic. Some commentators claim that these attributes are in short supply in today’s youth. 
Perhaps encouraging entrepreneurship may be an answer. 

You be the judge, based upon this story: Assabet Advisors’ own Robert Jacobsen started his entrepreneurial activities 
early, at the direction of his parents. Starting around 6 years old, he had his first business: a blueberry stand in Holden, 
MA. From 7:30 to 8:30 a.m. “Bobby” and his mother picked blueberries at a local farm and then brought them home 
where she picked through the berries and packaged them in pint and quart sized boxes. Initially, Bobby financed his business (cost of the berries, 
containers and petty cash) with a $50 loan from his dad, which he paid back in due course. 

From 10 a.m. to ~4:30 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday, Bobby sat reading at the end of the driveway, with his berries and a big sign displayed 
on a folding table. It was a dream job in that he loved reading, enjoyed the interaction with customers, and made good profits. Each evening, 
Bobby and his Dad would reconcile the petty cash. The business grew as it went “wholesale” when local bakers began to order several quarts at 
once. To cover those orders, Bobby had to plan to pick additional amounts of berries. 

Bobby was able to net $400-$500 (early 1990s dollars) each summer. Under his father’s direction, his profits were divided: 60% for long term 
savings (car, college, etc.), 30% to spend currently, and 10% for his church tithe. When he turned 14, the farmer who had sold him blueberries 
for 8 years, offered him a fulltime summer job, which he accepted. Robert went on to several more entrepreneurial businesses. Just ask him.  

The results? By age 6-7, Robert had excellent math skills. (The customer buys 2 quarts at $2.75 each and needs change for a $10 bill, for exam-
ple). He was working a full day, maintaining some form of financial recordkeeping, working both ends of the purchase and sales relationship, 

and learning how to handle spending, savings and charitable giving. Not incidentally, he also made good money and 
got to do a lot of reading! 

 

M.  Toren, “3 Ways to Teach Your Kids Entrepreneurship,” www.entrepreneur.com, 5/14/15, W. Yakowicz, “10 Steps to Teaching 
Your  Kids o Be  Entrepreneurs,”  www.inc.com.   

The value of the prenup depends upon the rigor of the drafting process. It can take some time, possibly with breaks to settle 
nerves or  tempers. The prospective husband and wife both need to contribute serious attention, and to be willing to remain pa-
tient and composed through a sometimes uncomfortable encounter. Of course the guiding professionals need to be skilled and 
knowledgeable. Ultimately, attorneys will be involved, but the initial negotiation may be handled by a premarital mediator in 
order to reduce costs. DIY prenuptial agreement templates also are available. However the method, it’s essential that the signa-
tures be witnessed and acknowledged for them to be as effective as possible. A well-written prenup may overrule a will, or even 
state probate law in certain cases.  

Prenups are growing in usage. While less than 5% of married or engaged couples report having 
a prenup in place, as of 2010 more than a third of single people and nearly a half of  divorced 
people agreed that they are a good idea. Usage may vary with the age at marriage, womens’ 
work patterns,  rates of divorce, and income differentials between men and women. Very like-
ly, the idea that a prenup denotes a cynical or unromantic posture in marriage will abate some-
what as these become more commonplace. In time, prenups may be given a section in all the 
“So You’re Getting Married!” guide books, right before rehearsal dinners. 

M. Einheuser, “The Prenuptial Agreement—Don’t  Fear the Prenup,” understand-estate-planning.com, A.L.Kennedy, 
“What Can and Can’t Be In A Prenuptial Agreement,” PrenuptialAgreements.org, “Prenuptial Agreement,” https://
en.wikipedia.org, “Why Engaged Couples Should Sign a Prenup,” Bankrate.com, “Prenups: What They Can and  
Cannot Protect,” www:legalzoom.com,“8 Reasons Why You Should Get a Prenuptial Agreement,” 
www.prenuptialagreements.org, L. Israel, “10 Things  I Hate About Prenuptial Agreements, IVKDLaw.com 
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Bobby’s Berry Business 
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The third quarter was the best quarter for U.S. stock returns so far in 2016. Large cap stocks rose by +3.9% (S&P 500) in the 
period, continuing an extended bull market of more than 7 years. Small cap stocks outperformed large and mid-cap. The Rus-
sell 2000 index of small caps increased by +9.0%. In both the large and small cap-size categories, value stock returns exceeded 
those of growth stocks with technology and healthcare sectors being winners. International equity performance exceeded that 
of US equities with the MSCI EAFE Index of stocks from developed countries returned +6.4% for the third quarter while 
emerging market stocks were even stronger at +8.3% for the MSCI Emerging Markets Index. Given the long run of stock mar-
ket gains, as well as the many concerns regarding the election, the crisis in Syria and the still floundering energy market, stock 
markets do remain very nervous.   

Although bond returns were weaker for the quarter, the Barclays Aggregate Intermediate Govt/Credit Bond Index of taxable 
bonds is still up 4.2%YTD. Among mutual funds measured by LIPPER, taxable high yield funds on average have performed 
best at +4.7%YTD. Other U.S. categories were lower or, as in the case of municipal bonds, negative for the quarter. The 10 
year Treasury ended Q3 with a yield of 1.605% up from a record low of 1.366% in July. 

The Federal Reserve continues to look for an opportunity to raise interest rates. The last hike, a very modest one, was  in De-
cember of 2015. Currently, analysts anticipate a similar action in December of 2016. However, the dialogue has changed some-
what. Throughout the low rate era, expectations have revolved around the Fed’s stated priority to return the target interest rate 
to its historical norm of ~3.5% and reduce the Fed’s $4.5 trillion balance sheet, once the economy and inflation rate rise suffi-
ciently. Now, the question is whether or not we will remain in this “new normal” of slow economic growth and  low inflation 
for the foreseeable future. 

Economic and Financial Overview  

 

Does Scrooge McDuck still dive into his pool full of money, or did he read about the studies concerning the health hazards of 
currency and find other pastimes? The New York City MetaGenome Project was initiated to map the microbial genome 
(oversimplified, genome = complete sets of DNA) of NYC in order to identify bio-threats and to improve public health. Taking 
their samples from sewage lines and from dollar bills, researchers found 1000’s of different microbes, including 3000 types of 
bacteria, fungi, pathogens (microbes that cause diseases) and even bacteria that can serve as a 
transfer agent for antibiotic resistance such as exists in the MRSA infection. Bacteria which 
leads to pneumonia and staph infections, among many other things you’d prefer to avoid, 
actually grows on dollar bills. (The most common encourages acne.)  

The materials used in making the bills may matter. The U.S. dollar bill is 75% cotton and 
25% linen, a relatively hospitable environment for bacteria. Some researchers insist that cur-
rency made from synthetic polymers such as the Australian currency and some Mexican bills 
are more germ-free. Another differentiating factor is the age of the bill. Wrinkles offer crannies in which bacteria can grow. The 
U.S. dollar wears out after ~ 22 months. The faster speed of circulation and generally better health habits in richer countries re-
duces contamination.   

Bottom line: wash your hands more often and more thoroughly. Men, pay attention, as you seem to be in the greater hurry. Slow 
down and enjoy the process, using warm soapy water and plenty of friction. When you count or hand out bills, don’t lick your 
fingers! The Mayo Clinic notes that as repulsive as it may be to consider what germs are lurking on your money, don’t become 
overstressed, but take reasonable precautions. (Apple Pay anyone?) 

Germs are everywhere, and, just so you know, Consumer Reports says that these things are dirtier than dollar bills: doctors’ 
neckties, library books, and your grandchildren! 

M.Doucleff, “Dirty Money…,” www.npr.org, 4/23/14, “7 Things Dirtier Than Money,” www.consumerreports.org, 10/15/09, “Dirty Money…” con-
tent.time.com, L. Tanglao, Dirty Money…,” CBSnews,com, 4/24/14, J. Ralonews.org, 12/7/10ff, “Dirty Money…” sciencenews.org, 12/7/10 

Money? Ewwwww! 
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The timing of the inquiry into the scandal besetting Wells Fargo & Co. may be a case in point. Ex-CEO & Chairman John 
Stumph’s September encounter with the Senate Banking Committee, came at a poor time, at least for Washington lobbyists 
who hope to soften upcoming rules concerning executive bonus compensation clawbacks in the case of corporate crimes.  

Wells Fargo’s troubles relate to the illegal creation as far back at least as 2011 of more than 1.5 million new deposit accounts 
and 565,443 new credit cards, for clients who had not approved the actions, or even known about them. (Note that at Assabet 
Advisors, our process would make that impossible without outright plagiarism of client signatures.) The Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) asserts that in order to do this, bank employees created fake PINs and email addresses. To fund 
new deposit accounts, money was moved from existing accounts, sometimes resulting in overdraft fees over-and-above regu-
lar account fees. Moreover, the addition of new credit cards affected customer credit ratings, potentially increasing interest 
rates on mortgages or other loans. Low-level “community banking” (retail) employees were under pressure to cross-sell bank 
products, aiming at 8 different accounts per customer (“Eight is Great”). Some employees claim that there was overt instruc-
tion to create fraudulent accounts. Several employees reported to CNN that they had alerted the “Ethics” Hotline about the 
widespread fraud, and then lost their jobs. So far, 5,300 of those employees who created phony accounts have been fired.  

It was announced on September 8, that the company had agreed to pay $185 million in fees and penalties between two federal 
regulators and the LA City Attorney’s office, a high figure as these things go, but dwarfed by the company’s average net an-
nual profit of around $20 billion. Possibly this explains the apparent lack of significance attributed to the issue. Said 
Stumph,”I disagree with the fact that this is a massive fraud,” and also, “this was by (only) 1% of our people.” One could ask 
what % would represent a serious problem, while noting that 5,300 was approximately 5.6% of the community banking divi-
sion. To date, prosecutors for the Department of Justice have only initiated their probe.  

Wells Fargo representatives blamed  a “rogue scheme” by employees, and offered the 5,300 pink slips as evidence of how 
seriously they viewed the problem. However, from 2013, when the LA Times reported client losses, they were slow to correct 
the activities. Consultant PricewaterhouseCoopers was hired to assess damages in August of 2015, 3 months after the LA City 
Attorney filed suit. Only after Stumph’s visit with the Committee was any member of senior management penalized. On Sep-
tember 28, perhaps in an effort to show that stiffer government rules are unnecessary, the company announced that Stumph 
would forfeit his 2016 bonus and $41 million in stock awards while Carrie Tolstedt, recently retired head of the community 
banking area would forfeit severance, bonus and  $19 million of unvested stock. 

During his testimony on September 20, John Stumpf appeared somewhat surprised that the usual sequence of questions, ad-
missions, defenses, apologies, statements of accountability, and agreement to certain fines was not enough to satisfy the Com-
mittee members, notably our own Baystate firebrand: Elizabeth Warren. Why? Because, we are not accustomed to seeing 
banking executives held personally accountable for illegal conduct occurring on their watch. Financial leaders tend to avoid 
personal accountability because regulators hold institutions, not individuals,  accountable. Proving direct culpability for the 
crimes of subordinates is difficult. It’s possible that we have become desensitized to the seriousness of banking transgres-
sions, perhaps because the crisis in 2008 was so extreme as to be numbing, and because the sequence of  CEO testimonies 
before the Banking Committee continues. Also, financial management in all of its various forms is beyond the comprehension 
of many financial customers. In addition, there is the language gap in which fraud is translated into “unacceptable activity,” 
theft into “transfer of assets,” and actual accountability solved with an empty verbal acceptance of “full responsibility.”  

But in this instance, members of the Banking Committee exhibited a bipartisan response, unusual in this era of contention. 
Perhaps Wells Fargo’s initial insistence that their culture is healthy, that management practices are sound, and that the compa-
ny's own clawback provisions are sufficient, rings hollow when the fraud was allowed to persist over 5 years. Is Wells Fargo 
“too big to manage?” or was executive management too complacent?  Ultimately, will “bad timing” result in tougher claw-
back rules, or perhaps more  accountability by the top executives? 

Sometimes Timing  is Everything 
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